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B.F. gas :—24* per cent, of CO ;   62 per cent, of N,; 1£ per
'cent. of"Ht;   Calorific value 86 B.Th.U.* per cu. ft .
C.	gas :—50 per  cent, of H2; 40 per cent, of CH4 ;
560 B.IIi.U.f per cu. ft.
To	the possible output obtainable from coke-
in tills country is not difficult.    Taking the 1911
of	as 10,000,000 tons, tie consumption of hard
coke may be put as about  11,000,000 tons.    To   produce
this	of         about 15,000,000 tons of coal would be
on	would give off about one-fifth of its
in the	of gas, corresponding to about 500,000,000
of gas per day.   Assuming that a quarter of this
is	as a	for use in gas engines, and that
it ii of the	value of 500 B.Th.U.J per cu. ft., the
thermal energy is easily calculated.   If the gas
have a thermal efficiency of 30 per cent., the
H.P. would be available :—
1 X	X —^L- X --7KS- X 0-30 = 306,000 JBLP.
*	24X60     33,000
or in	800,000 ELP.   This is an estimate for the
output.   Dr. Hoffmann has estimated the German
as	550,000 to 600,000 ELP.   Not a little enter-
has	in Germany in harnessing this source
of power,         action is being taken In this country to the
end.
The proportion of one quarter, used in the above calcula-
§ as to the fraction of the gas available for the production
of	power, depends upon chemical problems, but
it	found that by raising the temperature
of the air	the ovens to 1,000 or 1,100° C. by means
of	only 45 to 55 per cent, of the total quantity
of gas	from the fuel is required for the work of heat-
*	§0 pouad>ca2orieB.
f	310 f^imd-cmlories.
t	280
| U	gives the following approximate rules for the
power available ft* use :—<*) with blast furnaces,
H.K is equal to the aumtar of tons of iron
; (|) with by.p-Qeteet recovery ovens, the continuously
RP.	to tte ttombarof toms of coke made per week,

